
 
 

 
 
 

 

On Alexis Pauline Gumbs’ Dub: Finding Ceremony 
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“the only possible viable strategy is an epistemological revolution” 

Sylvia Wynter, “Is Development a Purely Empirical Concept or also Teleological?”  

 

“but what if there is a form of infection more insidious and reproducible across 

generations. the form being the form itself” 

Alexis Pauline Gumbs, Dub: Finding Ceremony 

 

 

The scholar, activist, and poet Alexis Pauline Gumbs trades in the art of 

multiplicity. In her genre-inventing work, Gumbs bringing past and future ancestral 

lifeforms to bear on Black feminist life. Spill: Scenes of Black Feminist Fugitivity (2017) 

pressed the writings of Hortense Spillers into the footsteps of women who take flight. 

M Archive: After the End of the World (2018), followed M. Jacqui Alexander’s 

spatiotemporal disruptions of academic thought by charting scenes of Black 

postapocalyptic survival. These collections form a porous trilogy with Dub: Finding 

Ceremony (2020). In this new offering, Gumbs continues to plumb the depths of Black 

intellectual traditions and the submerged knowledge forms of the nonhuman world.   

Sylvia Wynter is Dub’s key interlocuter and muse. Following Wynter’s 

eviscerations of universal humanism, Dub channels the stories of those “who have 

never been considered human.” Entwining Wynter’s work with the language of 
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seemingly faraway kin – including divine foremothers, enslaved ancestors, 

underwater communities, archipelagos, and caves – Gumbs tunes her theorizing to 

rhythms that have gone unregistered. The repetitions and remixes of dub music 

contribute to these insistent rhythms. As a genre, dub is brought into being by pulse 

and repetitive technique. In Dub, the music materializes a distinctive temporal lag 

that characterizes the text. Theoretically, Dub is driven by pause, emphasis, and 

tweak; each iteration of Wynter renewing and affirming but also mixing her meaning 

in different environments. Physiologically, Dub offers a “tool for breath retraining” 

that implores us to slow down, intuit the body on a cellular level, and literally catch 

our breath. Formally, Dub contests the temporal and spatial logics in which 

scholarship traditionally occurs by communing with systems and worlds beyond the 

human. This piece stays with these three interrelated lags, moving through the 

citational, cellular and cosmological contexts in which Gumbs finds ceremony. 

 

 

Citation 

 

In “The Ceremony Must Be Found: After Humanism”, Wynter identifies the trap 

of organized knowledge. As the white Western subject hones his hyper-specific 

expertise, our collective understanding of the world recedes. Reimagining knowledge 

thus entails “un/writing” the singular, normative subject and formulating a study of 

“human systems.” Un/writing also constitutes the central citational ceremony of 

Dub. Over three hundred mornings, Gumbs rose, read, and responded to Wynter’s 

work. Each poem is punctured by footnotes that lead us from Gumbs’ meditations 

on cross-species listening, sequestered origin stories, spiritual epistemologies, and 

prophecy, to the words that kindled those insights. In its most conventional terms, 

citation is a stamp of academic authority, a borrowing from another to burnish 

individual expertise. Gumbs un/writes this tradition with an umbilical mode of 
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citation: connecting writer to reference to reveal multiple tracts of exchange, 

stimulation and agitation. 

We might locate this citational approach on the matriline of personal-political 

writing pioneered by Black and Brown feminists of the second wave. At this time, 

radical experiments with the form and genre of personal writing - including the 

manifesto of The Combahee River Collective (1974), the anthology This Bridge Called 

My Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color (1981), Audre Lorde’s Zami (1982), and 

Gloria Anzaldua’s Borderlands/La Frontera (1987) - rejected the traditional 

association of life writing with authoritative, singular subjecthood. Instead, these 

texts inaugurated radically relational forms of life writing and critique by citing the 

insights of marginalized women. Zami, for instance, functions as a prismatic 

“biomythography” in which Lorde threads the self through the lives of ancestors, 

mythical figures, friends, and lovers to concoct a living citational field. For Lorde, this 

multiplicity is a political tactic: “we could not afford to settle for one easy definition, 

one narrow individuation of self.”  

Such work paved the way for experimental autobiographical modes that cite 

capaciously, that meditate on the self as a productively unstable entity, and that 

refract lived experience and scholarship through each other. In recent years, these 

have all become formal features of the emergent literary genre of autotheory. A form 

that refracts memoir, theory, and critique through each other; autotheory detaches 

citation from its institutional purview and repurposes it as an increasingly popular 

mode of self-fashioning. But despite the genre’s radical and intersectional roots, 

whitewashing has propelled the popularization of autotheory within the literary 

marketplace. Too often, contemporary writers who are held up as autotheoretical 

pioneers are overwhelmingly white, as are their citational fields. This ahistorical 

approach to autotheoretical modes only serves to emphasize the ongoing urgency of 

un/writing as aesthetic and political praxis. That is, un/writing entails continually 

contesting the forms in which critique and expression occur. Accordingly, Gumbs 

finds ceremony in citation not as a closed process of self-inscription, but as a mode 
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of forging intellectual, spiritual, and boundary-defying connections. Guided by 

Wynter, she asks: how might we process personal history as a relational system? How 

do we breathe life into our citational fields and scholarly practices? What would it 

mean to truly cite capaciously?  

 

 

Cell 

 

Following the acquittal of the officers who beat Rodney King in 1991, Wynter 

wrote “No Humans Involved: An Open Letter to my Colleagues.” The piece draws its 

title from the internal police acronym NHI, which classified incidents involving 

unemployed Black men. Another instance of dehumanization lies in the LAPD’s 

justification for using chokeholds at the time: that Black men had biologically 

different windpipes. Lambasting her colleagues for enshrining this brutalizing logic in 

their academic work, Wynter writes of the need to reimagine life at the margins: from 

a foil that shores up exclusionary categories of the human to a site of autopoiesis, or 

self-regulation and self-generation, in which the marginalized constitute themselves 

outside of these categories.  

“No Humans Involved” forms the citational kernel of an early poem in Dub, 

entitled “what the coral said.” Like other sections of the book, the poem centers 

nonhuman systems as a radical frame for understanding Black embodiment beyond 

colonial, medical-scientific and legal classification: 

 

breathe. breathe. breathe. sing. let that water move within you. let it be you. let 
every cilia dance you into healing. let the warm salt water brighten you. your tears. 
sleep. and when you dream of working, sleep again. sleep until you dream of floating. 
dream until your edges soft. dream until you birth yourself in water singing with the 
bones of all your lost. dream until you breath not from your mouth, not from your 
nose, but through your hair and through your skin.  
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Read at a time in which collective action for Black lives is born of a literal struggle 

for breath, Gumbs’ call to breathe recalls Wynter’s critique of brutality. Read at a 

time in which daily life has been restructured by a respiratory virus, Gumbs’ call to 

breathe evokes the raw racial and economic disparities of the pandemic. These 

disparities impact the body on a cellular level to which the poem also attends: COVID-

19 directly effects the cilia, which live within the lung cells and typically function to 

keep the airways clear with a rhythmic, pulsating motion. With the call to “let every 

cilia dance you into healing,” Gumbs connects embodied self-awareness to the 

ongoing work of a Black body politic writ large. As a self-regulating assemblage, coral 

materializes Wynter’s theory that this political work necessarily exceeds and 

redefines what it means to be human. Coral consists of vast colonies assembled from 

tiny interdependent polyps, which regenerate in sync. Brought to bear on Gumbs’ 

call to reimagine and regroup through breathwork, coral exemplifies a self-sustaining 

system that resides outside colonial notions of autonomous life. These systems can 

undoubtedly be fragile: for instance, human studies of coral have noted that simply 

touching them can harm, as the oils on our hands tend to degrade coral membranes. 

By evoking a porous scenario between Black embodiment, self-sustenance, and 

vulnerability, Gumbs mobilizes interspecies breathwork as a praxis for navigating 

perilous conditions. Reiterated through the collective intakes and exhales of whales, 

barnacles, turtles, and bacteria, Dub reminds us that breath defies taxonomy and 

resists commodification: “how do we breathe across generations. ask yourself. this is 

not the power of positive thinking. this is no birthday wish in smoke. this is existence 

or absence.” The urgency of this call intensifies, but also anticipates and transcends, 

the conditions of what we call the present. Read from any temporal vantage point, 

Gumbs’ call to breathe through the ages exposes the arrogance of calling any time 

“unprecedented.” 
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Cosmos 

 

The attempt to fathom our current moment as “unprecedented times” performs 

the sort of teleological work that Wynter’s philosophy refutes. In “Is ‘Development’ 

Purely Teleological? A Perspective from ‘We the Underdeveloped’” Wynter argues 

that development is a telos predicated on white normativity and constructed in 

opposition to Black liminality. As her first epigraph, Wynter takes lines from the 

Senegalese writer Cheikh Hamidou Kane’s 1962 novel L'Aventure Ambiguë: “what 

you see does not exist…you deny the abyss the lies around you.” She reads the novel 

as a critique of the cultural logic that naturalizes economic extraction, extinction, and 

the division of “First” and “Third” worlds. In an altercation with a French colonialist, 

the protagonist’s father (an “Islamicized knight”) argues that the colonial mindset is 

closed to the logic of liminality that enables it in the first place: “you deny the abyss 

that lies around you.” Here, the speaker draws attention to the ways in which Black 

liminality presses upon and shapes white normativity in ways the colonizer refuses 

to sense. Gumbs cites this line in “losing it all,” which plunges speaker and reader 

into that abyss: 

 

this body if you could just live in it, it would be simple... if you could just swift 
unnotice the forcefield around your chest. if you just weren’t so black. meaning dark. 
like the pull of the universe expanding at the speed of itself. if you were just matter. 
like what they say matter is and not how most matter really matters.  

 

Here the cultural logic that both Wynter and Kane critique acts as a visceral bodily 

assault, a forcefield crushing the chest and constricting the self. But the poem 

indicates that there is an outside and elsewhere to this crush, an immeasurable space 

that exerts gravitational force: “the pull of the universe expanding at the speed of 

itself.”  By threading human and cosmological systems through each other, Gumbs 

arrives at an alternative understanding of what it means for lives to matter. Because 

it cannot be detected by human eyes, dark matter is only perceived through the 
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gravitational effects it exerts on visible objects. Dark matter concretizes Wynter’s 

radical understanding of liminality: not as a secondary position of constriction and 

limit, but as an eviscerated origin story upon which so-called rationality depends. For 

Wynter, this “framework of rationality…[is] “as incapable of dealing with the 

problems we now confront as was that of the scholastic order of knowledge at the 

waning of the European Middle Ages.” 

 

By writing into the disorganizing principles of Wynter’s epistemologies, Gumbs 

gives experimental poetic form to forces that engulf rational frameworks in ways 

many still refuse to see. The text leaves us with the urgency of gravitating towards 

these forces – not as outside or unprecedented practices that need to be re-

incorporated, but as fundamental entities that already underly knowledge 

formations, embodiment, and cultural production. I linger with one of Gumbs’ calls 

to notice these insistent presences: 

 

do listen. do love. do dance when the body feels heavy or blocked. we are always 
here. do trust that. do tell it to whoever is around in any way you can. do this. do this 
writing. do this writing like what it is. breathing. do breathe. do breathe while you 
can.  

 

This offers a resounding call to move through the impasse of present myopia. On 

a formal level, Gumbs models a unique ceremony of citation that untethers it from 

top-down traditions of knowledge production. As she unspools Wynter’s work 

through her own worlds, Gumbs shows the ways in which this citational ceremony 

resonates on an embodied cellular level: filtered through lungs, pulsing in blood, 

electrifying the edges of the body. She contemplates these visceral effects on a 

cosmological level, connecting them to bodies beyond our own and resounding 

ancestral communities. As an invitation to think on these levels, Dub ultimately offers 

a manual for worldmaking in inhospitable worlds. 


